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Grow More Faculty of Engineering has established OSTC club in campus to support GTU OSTC. Under this club OSTC coordinator Prof. Hardik Patel in association with Grow More OSTC Team has conducted Faculty development program (FDP). This FDP was conducted with the help of IIT Bombay Spoken Tutorial Team. Faculty Members of various departments actively participated in this FDP.

❖ The purpose of this FDP is to spread awareness about open source technology by providing complete information about Linux Operating System. Participants from different departments get benefited from this FDP.

❖ FDP on open source Linux server training was information-packed of Linux training filled with hands-on exercises, live demonstrations, explanations, and real-world examples.

❖ This is the perfect way to learn Linux operating system quickly in just two hours. The videos have been prepared by experienced, professional Linux certified trainer of IIT Bombay that will show you how to use a complete Linux system from basic usage to more advanced topics including web services, mail services, and other network services. From this FDP we learn the hidden commands used by Linux and Unix pros to run their systems at top performance.

❖ Faculty Members who are busy with their regular workload and can’t spent much time to learn new things then these 2 hours, hands on linux FDP is the perfect solution for them.

❖ We are thankful to GTU and IITB spoken tutorial team for Open Source technologies Club initiative.

Photographs of this FDP are show below:
Prof. Hardik Patel is briefing faculty members regarding OSTC and Linux OS.

Faculty Members are listening Spoken Tutorial on Linux OS.
Faculty members are doing Assignments while listing the spoken tutorial on Linux OS and helping each other to solve given problems.